Variation in lifting kinematics related to individual intrinsic lumbar curvature: an investigation in healthy adults
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ABSTRACT

Objective Lifting postures are frequently implicated in back pain. We previously related responses to a static load with intrinsic spine shape, and here we investigate the role of lumbar spine shape in lifting kinematics.

Methods Thirty healthy adults (18–65 years) performed freestyle, stoop and squat lifts with a weighted box (6–15 kg, self-selected) while being recorded by Vicon motion capture. Internal spine shape was characterised using statistical shape modelling (SSM) from standing sagittal MRIs. Associations were investigated between spine shapes quantified by SSM and peak flexion angles.

Results Two SSM modes described variations in overall lumbar curvature (mode 1 (M1), 55% variance) and the evenness of curvature distribution (mode 2 (M2), 12% variance). M1 was associated with greater peak pelvis (r=0.38, p=0.04) and smaller knee flexion (r=-0.40, p=0.03) angles; individuals with greater curviness preferred to lift with a stooped lifting posture. This was confirmed by analysis of those individuals with very curvy or very straight spines (M1 >1 SD). There were no associations between peak flexion angles and mode scores in stoop or squat trials (p>0.05). Peak flexion angles were positively correlated between freestyle and squat trials but not between freestyle and stoop or squat and stoop, indicating that individuals adjusted knee flexion while maintaining their preferred range of lumbar flexion and that ‘squatters’ adapted better to different techniques than ‘stoopers’.

Conclusion Spinal curvature affects preferred lifting styles, and individuals with curvier spines adapt more easily to different lifting techniques. Lifting tasks may need to be tailored to an individual’s lumbar spine shape.

INTRODUCTION

Manual lifting has been implicated as a contributor to low back pain (LBP),1,2 which remains first of the leading causes of global disability worldwide.3 LBP is particularly prevalent in manually demanding occupations requiring lifting. Although biopsychosocial factors play a large part in the development of chronicity,4,5 it has been suggested that the onset of LBP has a mechanical origin6 and that there is a link between the posture adopted during lifting and injury, through suboptimal load transfer7,8 and subsequent tissue overload.9–10 Commonly investigated lifting techniques include squatting and stooping, as well as naturally chosen lifting styles (freestyle), but no consensus yet exists on which methods of lifting are the safest.

Current UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) lifting guidelines state that ‘at the start of the lift, slight bending of the back, hips and knees is preferable to fully flexing the back (stooping) or fully flexing the hips and knees (squating) . . . don’t flex the back any further while lifting’.11 The USA, however, still advocates the knees bent-straight back approach.12 The importance of a lumbar lordosis for a human’s ability to support loads was first highlighted by Farfan,13 and has since been conceptualised by Aspden7,14 in the arch model, demonstrated ex vivo in isolated spine units by Crisco et al,15 and further developed in the follower load principle by Patwardhan and colleagues.16 This approach suggests that, rather than generating moments, the musculature closely surrounding the spine is required to constrain the load to follow the curvature of the spine, providing compressive force to maintain stability, and to control the curvature to produce flexion and extension. More recent modelling studies have shown that curvature is one of the biggest factors associated with changes in spinal loading.17–19

summary

► The natural shape of the lumbar spine in standing, how lordotic it is, was associated with an individual’s preference to squat or to stoop to lift a weight from the floor.

► Individuals with curvier spines preferred to stoop, and those with straighter spines preferred to squat in freestyle lifts.

► Natural ‘squatters’ adapted more easily to stooping than natural ‘stoopers’ to squatting.

► Lifting styles tailored to each individual may be important to avoid potentially damaging manoeuvres.
Lumbar curvature is determined by several factors, including disc wedging, pelvic incidence,²⁰ sacral slope, body weight distribution, vertebral body wedging and passive tissue strain,²¹ and is associated with familial and genetic factors.²² ²³ There is substantial variability in spinal curvature between individuals,²⁴ ²⁷ and recently we have demonstrated, using statistical shape modelling (SSM), that each individual has a signature (intrinsic) lumbar spine shape.²⁸ ²⁹ One of the benefits of SSM is that it captures information on the entire shape of the spine, unlike angular measures²⁵ ³⁰ which do not easily describe the distribution of curvature between the measured endplates. The accuracy, precision and reliability of SSM in describing spinal shape have been proven.²⁸ ³¹ ³²

The aim of this study, therefore, was to test the hypothesis that differences in movement would be present between individuals with different lumbar curvatures. Using a cohort of healthy adults, our objectives were (1) to characterise lumbar spine shape using SSM and investigate the associations between spine shape modes and kinematics when lifting freestyle; and (2) to investigate whether their preferences remained even when instructed to squat or stoop.

METHODS
Thirty healthy adults between 18 and 65 years of age were recruited from the Aberdeen area, particularly university staff and students. Volunteers were included if they were currently free from back pain and had been during the previous 12 months, had not had any spinal surgery nor had any diagnosed spinal disorders. Data collection occurred over two sessions less than 2 weeks apart. The first session involved MRI of the spine, and the second took place in a human performance laboratory where a biomechanical analysis of lifting technique was performed. Height and weight were measured in the first session and body mass index (BMI) calculated as weight/(height)².

Imaging
MRI of the lumbar spine were acquired using a Fonar 0.6T Upright pMRI scanner (Fonar Corporation, Melville, New York) while participants stood in a natural upright posture. Sagittal T2-weighted images were acquired using a multislice fast spin echo sequence (repetition time (TR)/relaxation time (TE) 2023/140 ms, 10 mm slice thickness with a 1 mm gap) on a 256×160 matrix with a 40 cm field of view. For each participant, the mid-sagittal slice was identified and converted to a 256×256 matrix in Image J (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA) and saved in bmp format for analysis. Lumbar spine angle was measured as the angle between lines tangential to the superior first lumbar (L1) and sacral (S1) vertebral endplates, to facilitate comparison with other cohorts.

Motion capture
A 13-camera Vicon MX motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford Metrics, UK) sampling at 100 Hz was used for motion analysis. After measuring height and weight, retroreflective markers were affixed to each participant’s skin according to previously developed marker-sets and models for the lower limbs and pelvis⁴² and the lower back³¹ ³³ (details can be found in online supplementary information).

Task
The task was to lift a weighted box fitted with handles (35.5 cm² × 24 cm high) from the floor with two hands. To match the task to the individual, the weight was gradually increased by adding 1 kg discs into the 5 kg box until the participant reported being at 70% of their maximum effort. The mean (SD) weight lifted was 10.0 (2.2) kg. Measured tasks used three different lifting techniques. First is without any instruction (freestyle), in an attempt to encourage their naturally preferred lifting motion. Then participants were instructed to squat (‘keep the back straight and bend at the knees’) and stoop lift (‘keep the legs straight and bend at the back’) in random order (online supplementary figure S2). Recording began from standing upright with the box at the toes and ended when the box had been lifted in front of the body and held close to the body at arm’s-length. Three repetitions of each lifting technique were performed with up to a minute rest in between.

Data analysis
Shape modelling
SSM was used to describe variations in mid-sagittal lumbar spine (L1–S1) shape from MRIs as described previously.²⁹ ³¹ SSM involved a semiautomated placement of a 168-point template around the vertebral edges (online supplementary figure S3, online supplementary information), created using Active Appearance Modelling tools from the University of Manchester, UK (https://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/timothy.f.cootes/software/am_tools_doc/index.html). First, the spine templates in each image were aligned by scaling, rotation and translation (Procrustes transformation). Second, principal components analysis was performed on the coordinates to identify linearly independent patterns (modes of variation) describing shape variation in the whole cohort. Each mode had a mean of 0 and unit SD, and each image was assigned a score for each mode,³⁶ ³⁷ describing how many SD it lay from the mean. Interpretation of the modes was aided by calculating intersegmental and lordosis angles for each mode varied by ±2 SD using MATLAB V.2012a (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) (figure 1).

Kinematic analysis
Kinematic modelling was done using Vicon Nexus V.1.7 (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford Metrics). Trajectories were filtered using a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 12 Hz, determined following a residual analysis³⁸ and visual inspection of the data. A combination of lower body and low back models
developed at the University of Western Australia33–35 was adapted and used for kinematic modelling of the data. Lower limb anatomical and segment coordinate systems were defined according to the International Society of Biomechanics standards39 (see online supplementary information for more details).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS V.21. Normality was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Correlations were performed to explore associations between peak kinematic variables and mode scores. Subsequently, individuals were grouped by mode 1 scores (<−1 SD and >+1 SD), and differences between the groups’ peak kinematics were analysed by independent samples t-tests or a Mann-Whitney test depending on normality. Finally, Pearson’s correlation (and Spearman’s where appropriate) was used to examine the associations between peak kinematic variables in all three trials (freestyle, squat and stoop) for all participants, and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to test the associations between trial type (freestyle, squat and stoop) and peak kinematics while controlling for covariates (knee and lumbar flexion angles).

RESULTS

Thirty healthy adults (15 male, 15 female) were included in the study. Men were taller, heavier and had greater BMI than women (p<0.05), but their lumbar lordosis angle was not significantly different (table 1).

Shape modelling of the lumbar spine

Shape modes are ranked in descending order of variance. The first mode (M1) accounted for 55% of the variance and described variations in the overall curvature (‘curviness’), ranging from a large lordosis to an almost straight spine. Mode 2 (M2) explained 12% of variance and described whether the curvature was distributed evenly or concentrated in the lower lumbar spine (‘evenness’) (figure 1). Subsequent modes were smaller and described more subtle variations in vertebral and spinal shape and were not analysed further. There were no differences in curviness or evenness between men and women (table 1).

Freestyle lifting kinematics and spinal shape

Peak flexion angles at any joint were not related to subject height and weight or the weight of the box lifted (p>0.05). The associations between peak flexion angles at various joints are shown in table 2. Individuals who flexed more at the knees had less lumbar and pelvic flexion but also flexed more at the hips. Peak pelvis and knee flexion angles were significantly correlated with curviness (M1) but not evenness (M2) (table 2).

Freestyle lifting kinematics were then compared between individuals at opposite ends of the distribution of curvatures (more than 1 SD from the mean), thus creating curvy extreme (curvy_ext, M1>+1, n=3) and straight extreme (straight_ext, M1<−1, n=5) groups. The patterns of motion in the lumbar spine, pelvis and knee were clearly different between these groups (figure 2). In these groups combined (n=8), M1 was strongly associated with peak lumbar and pelvic flexion angles.
Table 2 Correlation coefficients, r (p values), between peak flexion angles at the various joints and spine shape mode scores for all 30 individuals performing a freestyle lift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak flexion angles</th>
<th>Lumbar</th>
<th>Pelvis</th>
<th>Upper lumbar</th>
<th>Lower lumbar</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Hip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>0.92***</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper lumbar</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td>0.37*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower lumbar</td>
<td>0.63***</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>–0.86***</td>
<td>0.81***</td>
<td>–0.60***</td>
<td>–0.50*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>–0.66***</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>–0.64***</td>
<td>–0.55**</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shape modes

| Mode 1 | 0.31 (0.09) | 0.38 (0.04)* | –0.05 (0.81) | 0.06 (0.75) | –0.4 (0.03)* | –0.11 (0.57) |
| Mode 2  | 0.32 (0.09) | 0.33 (0.07) | 0.21 (0.26)  | 0.13 (0.48) | –0.1 (0.59)  | –0.02 (0.91)  |

Significantly correlated at *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Mode 1=curviness; mode 2=evenness.

The lumbar region was subdivided as described in online supplementary information.

and negatively correlated with knee flexion (table 3). In figure 2, the peak flexion of those with curvier spines was, on average, 15° more at the back and 12° more at the pelvis than those in the straight group. Straight extr individuals had, on average, 37° greater peak flexion at the knees than curvy extr (Mann-Whitney, p=0.04) during freestyle lifting.

Comparison of lifting techniques in the context of spine shape

We found no associations between peak flexion angles and mode scores, or any differences between curvy extr and straight extr groups, in either stoop or squat trials (p>0.05). However, the differences found in freestyle lifting led us to consider whether their preferences would affect the instructed squat and stoop trials. The associations between peak flexion angles in all three lifting styles were tested within the entire study sample (N=30). All peak flexion angles were positively correlated between freestyle and squat trials, but no correlations were found between freestyle and stoop or between squat and stoop (table 4). After controlling for peak knee flexion, ANCOVA revealed that peak lumbar flexion was no longer associated with the type of trial (freestyle, squat or stoop), indicating that, when asked to adopt a specific lifting technique, individuals predominantly altered the lifting style by increasing or decreasing flexion at the knees while maintaining their preferred range of lumbar flexion.

DISCUSSION

In this study we have shown that the curviness of the lumbar spine is associated with the way in which individuals lift a weight from the floor. When no instruction was given, individuals with more lordotic lumbar spines preferred to stoop down to pick up the box, while those with straighter spines preferred to squat. Our results also suggest that these natural movement preferences are maintained when instructions are given, especially in individuals with curvier spines who prefer to lift by stooping. In changing between lifting styles, individuals adjusted their knee flexion while maintaining their preferred lumbar flexion range.

Spinal intrinsic curvature affects lifting styles

Where analysis of the whole cohort provides an overall view of the kinematics, isolating the extremes enabled us to visualise better the contrast between the behaviours of curvy and straight spines. While this reduced the overall
statistical power, it made significant the correlation between curviness and lumbar motion in the extreme groups. Although the relationship between M2 and peak lumbar and pelvic flexion was not far from significance when all 30 individuals were analysed, this was attenuated when only the extreme subsets were analysed. It is difficult to comment on whether this attenuation is due to the extremes of curvature obscuring the role of M2 or if this is due to a smaller group size. A larger sample size would allow us to explore this relationship in future studies. Those in the middle of the M1 distribution appeared to have more choice in how they lifted and their behaviour was less distinct. Because individuals with curvy and straight spines had different preferences when lifting freely, this posed the question of how this might affect their technique when instructed to lift in a particular way. Comparisons between the peak kinematics in freestyle lifting with those in squat and stoop trials showed that all flexion angles were positively correlated between freestyle and squatting. This indicates that, for example, individuals who lifted with more flexion at the back during freestyle also flexed more at the back when squatting. This similarity in movement, however, was not apparent between freestyle and stoop or between squat and stoop trials, hence suggesting an inability of the natural squatters to adopt the prescribed styles as compsitionally as the natural stoopers. After controlling for knee flexion, lumbar flexion angles were no longer related to the type of lift, suggesting individuals altered their lifting style primarily by altering flexion at their lower limbs, while retaining similar motion at the back to their freestyle motion.

### Imaging approaches to record lifting manoeuvres

To our knowledge, no studies have yet related preferred spinal movement for load lifting to an individual’s baseline, intrinsic, spinal curvature, although a previous study found a relationship between lordosis angle and peak intervertebral flexion at individual segmental levels.\(^4\) The use of positional MRI has enabled us to image individuals in their normal standing posture, although not during the lifting manoeuvre itself. Relating overall kinematics to the movement of vertebrae invariably requires some form of imaging, some of which incurs a radiation dose. Some of the first direct measures of vertebral movement were performed by Breen and colleagues\(^4\) using videofluoroscopy to assess patients with mechanical dysfunction of the spine. Later Cholewicki and McGill\(^5\) also used videofluoroscopy to record vertebral motion during heavy lifting (deadlifts) in four powerlifters but found only minor differences in motion between the lifters. They did not discuss whether motion was related to the lifter’s standing vertebral angles. More recently Aiyangar and colleagues\(^6\) used dynamic stereo-X-ray imaging, combined with subject-specific bone models constructed from CT images, to track intersegmental kinematics during the extension phase of lifting in 11 healthy volunteers. Although they provide valuable insights into segmental contribution to internal spine movement during lifting, they do not assess how this relates to the participant’s baseline curvature. Harvey and colleagues\(^7\) performed videofluoroscopic imaging on a small sample of symptomatic volunteers and found similarities in motion patterns of the lumbar vertebral column relative to S1 between individuals with some lumbar disc conditions but not others.

### Possible mechanisms

Flattening of the lumbar lordosis is suggested to cause considerable increases in spinal loads,\(^8\) and the stoop technique is generally believed to result in greater peak lumbar loads.\(^9\) Consequently, it might be thought that curvier individuals, who tend to stoop, are at a greater risk of overload and injury. However, lumbar vertebrae are able to withstand very high loads,\(^10\) especially in pure compression, with the NIOSH lifting weight limits being based on vertebral compressive strength.\(^11\) The intervertebral disc is at greater risk when compressive forces are combined with bending or twisting.\(^12\) Kingma and colleagues\(^13\) suggest using one hand on the thigh as a support during single-handed squat lifting to

### Table 3: Correlations, r (p values), between peak flexion angles and spine shape mode scores for extreme spine shape groups (n=8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Lumbar</th>
<th>Pelvis</th>
<th>Upper lumbar</th>
<th>Lower lumbar</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Hip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.79 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.57)</td>
<td>-0.88 (0.004)</td>
<td>-0.33 (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.96)</td>
<td>-0.20 (0.63)</td>
<td>-0.19 (0.64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in bold are significantly correlated at p<0.05. Mode 1=curviness; mode 2=evenness.

### Table 4: Correlations, r (p values), between peak flexion angles during freestyle lifting and corresponding angles in squat and stoop lifts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freestyle</th>
<th>Squat</th>
<th>Stoop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar</td>
<td>0.67 (&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>0.39 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper lumbar</td>
<td>0.75 (&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower lumbar</td>
<td>0.83 (&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>0.69 (&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>0.57 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values shown in bold are significantly correlated.
reduce forces and overall moments on the spine. In addition, the arch model\textsuperscript{14} and the follower load principle\textsuperscript{16,17} indicate that bending moments and shear forces in the spine can be minimised by ensuring the thrust line is constrained to run along the centroid of the vertebral bodies so it generates pure compression. The shape of the spine during the lift then becomes important, and it has been suggested that maintaining some lordosis during lifting is advantageous for spinal stability.\textsuperscript{7,16,43}

On this basis, we could speculate that individuals with straighter spines unconsciously squatted to avoid lumbar flexion and maintain whatever lordosis they had.

People with straighter (hypolordotic) spines had a preference for a lifting style that is closer to that described by the HSE lifting guidelines, while those with curvier (hyperlordotic) spines had a different preference. Our results are comparable with those of du Rose and Breen,\textsuperscript{40} who found that a greater degree of lordosis was related to greater peak intervertebral flexion at individual segmental levels. Together these findings suggest that those with straighter spines chose to squat as a means to reduce loading on the spine. It also highlights the need to examine further, ideally using weightbearing imaging, the preference for a stooped posture and tendency towards greater intervertebral flexion in lordotic individuals and whether this is a more efficient and safer movement strategy, especially during manual lifting.

In relation to the participants in this study, it would appear that the HSE guidelines are best suited to those in the middle of the shape spectrum and do not fit well with those that lie towards the extremes.

The main limitations of this study are the sample size and generalisability. Although a wide range of ages are represented, this relatively small group from a specific background may mean that the full range of variability in the general population has not been captured sufficiently. However the mean lumbar lordosis of this cohort is comparable with other postural studies, with an angle of 63.4° (7.3°) in erect standing (L1–S1) compared with previously published cohorts reporting mean angles of 61° (SEM, 12°)\textsuperscript{61} and 61° (10°).\textsuperscript{25} The weight lifted was standardised by an individual’s perception of what they considered ‘heavy’ rather than by a more objective measure. While others have calculated a lifting weight using an individual’s maximal voluntary contraction, the logistics of this study made that difficult and we found no relationship between weight lifted and peak flexion angles. A previous study using controlled weights also found no significant effect of load on the thoracic and lumbar spine kinematics.\textsuperscript{62} Here we only present data on peak angles and it would be instructive to examine the entire movement.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have demonstrated contrasting movement preferences during lifting between individuals with curvier and straighter lumbar spine curvatures. The data presented here highlight the importance of individual variability in lumbar spine curvature when analysing and comparing lifting manoeuvres. These results could be important for a reassessment of lifting guidelines, one size does not fit all, and for training of athletes where a given task may place different demands on different athletes depending on their natural lifting technique, which may depend on the shape of their lumbar spine.
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